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Abstract—Semantic computing technologies have matured to be applicable to many critical domains such as national security, life sciences, and health care. However, the key to their success is the availability of a rich domain knowledge base. The creation and refinement of domain knowledge bases poses difficult challenges. The existing knowledge bases in the health care domain are rich in taxonomic relationships, but they lack non-taxonomic (domain) relationships. In this paper, we describe a semi-automatic technique for enriching existing domain knowledge bases with causal relationships gleaned from Electronic Medical Records (EMR) data. We determine missing causal relationships between domain concepts by validating domain knowledge against EMR data sources and leveraging semantic-based techniques to derive plausible relationships that can rectify knowledge gaps. Our evaluation demonstrates that semantic techniques can be employed to improve the efficiency of knowledge acquisition.

I. INTRODUCTION

Semantic computing technologies have matured to be applicable to many critical domains, such as national security, life sciences, and health care. Semantic technologies are traditionally used to overcome the heterogeneity challenges in data integration, but now it’s use is being discussed in the context of finding complex relationships among concepts[1], intelligence applications that are critical to national security[4][6], and answering complex queries by deriving otherwise implicit knowledge. The key to the success of semantic technologies is the availability of rich background knowledge.

A knowledge base consists of domain concepts and their relationships. Although representing domain concepts is important, the relationships that exist between these concepts play a crucial role in realizing the full potential of semantic computing[6]. The relationships are of two types, namely, taxonomic (hierarchical) relationships and non-taxonomic (domain) relationships. While existing knowledge bases in the health care domain[7][8] are rich in hierarchical relationships, they are lacking in domain relationships. Creating a knowledge base with domain relationships requires significant input from domain experts, since automatic methods to extract domain relationships are not accurate as methods developed for extracting hierarchical relationships.

People have used traditional methods such as interviewing domain experts, finding facts from literature, and validating known facts with existing data/use cases to collect the knowledge required to build knowledge bases. These methods are similar to those of requirements elicitation in the software development life cycle and have proven to be inefficient. The knowledge collected by these methods is observed to be subjective, ambiguous, and incomplete. This is particularly true in a domain like health care, since an individual’s knowledge significantly depends on his/her experience.

Motivated by the lack of domain relationships in the health care knowledge bases, and considering the opportunities and the challenges associated with building such knowledge bases, we proposed a data driven methodology to collect relevant domain knowledge[9]. The availability of domain experts in the health care domain is a rare asset, hence it is necessary to use their availability efficiently. For example, imagine that we have identified 50 disorders and 100 symptoms, and our task is to identify the causal relationships between them. There are 5,000 (50 * 100) possible relationships in this scenario, and the domain expert is forced to perform the tedious task of going through each of them to determine the valid ones. Instead, our method identifies likely disorders that can account for a symptom by analyzing real world data and enrich the background knowledge[9]. It reduces the burden on domain experts by identifying plausible relationship instances that need validation. We will use the term ‘data driven method’ to refer this method from here onwards.

The data driven methodology[9] assumed that each symptom in an EMR document should be explained by at least one disorder present in the document. This can happen if there is a causal relationship between the explanatory disorder and the symptom in the knowledge base. If there is no such disorder present in the document, we identify this symptom as an “unexplained symptom”, and the data driven method predicts all co-occurring disorders as candidates to have a causal relationship with the symptom. We extend this work by proposing an algorithm to select a subset of disorders from a co-occurring disorder set that are most likely to have a causal relationship with the symptom by leveraging knowledge base.

Specifically, we make use of both explicitly given causal relationships between symptoms and disorders, and hierarchical relationships among the disorders. The intuition behind our approach is that similar disorders manifest similar symptoms. Our approach extracts disorders that are known to have a causal relationship with the symptom from the knowledge base and collects “similar” disorders by exploiting hierarchical relationships. Then, it checks for an overlap between the disorders that co-occur with the unexplained symptom in an EMR and the collected “similar” disorders to obtain the most plausible disorders that can explain the symptom. Our evaluations demonstrate that this method improves the precision.
of the suggested relationships significantly and holds promise for good recall given more data. This ultimately improves the efficiency of the knowledge acquisition activity from domain experts since we now need to ask far less questions to acquire the required knowledge.

The contributions of this work include:
1) A method to validate the richness of a knowledge base relative to a given data set,
2) A method to detect the absence of causal relationships in a given knowledge base, and
3) An efficient, semi-supervised method to suggest new relationships that can rectify the missing relationships.

II. RELATED WORK

Researchers have used different techniques to identify non-taxonomic relationships from the existing knowledge bases and from the literature.

A comprehensive ontology evaluation framework proposed in [14] uses Scarlet[13] to find the relationships among the concepts. Scarlet[13] uses multiple rules to derive taxonomic relationships as well as domain specific relationships. While these rules are capable of deriving taxonomic relationships by integrating multiple ontologies, it cannot derive non-taxonomic relationships. Scarlet can find such a relationship only if some other existing ontology expresses such knowledge.

People use freely available knowledge (peer reviewed publications, books, articles, etc.) to glean the domain ontologies. The most popular techniques to learn the ontologies from the text corpus are based on the Natural Language Processing (NLP) and Machine Learning (ML). NLP and ML based techniques are used to identify the domain entities and taxonomic and non-taxonomic relationships. These techniques rely on named entity identification methods[17], predefined linguistic patterns[17][19][20], lexical syntactic properties of the free text (like frequency of words appearing together[17][16][20], position of the words[15], and frequency of verbs appearing with the lexical terms[16][18]).

Causality is an important relationship for multiple reasons and has gained much attention in contemporary literature. People have developed techniques to mine the causal relationships from text and the majority of these techniques follow the same methods mentioned above. [22][23][24] used a syntactic patterns and [21] used a co-occurrence based method to identify causal relationships. [25] proposes a method to identify causal relationships by using part-of-relationships. It claims that a causal relationship can be identified by using fine-grained events.

Our work is different from above methods as it can detect the absence of causal relationship in the knowledge base and suggest plausible relationships that can rectify absent relationships. This capability can complement existing methods by providing the candidate relationships to look for in the literature/knowledge bases. This will help existing algorithms to have a better focus on domain knowledge exploration.

III. THE APPROACH

We propose an efficient approach based on the IntellegO ontology and EMR documents to assess the richness of the knowledge base, find the symptoms which lack relevant relationships, and suggest suitable relationships to rectify those gaps. The suggestions are formulated as “yes/no” questions for domain experts to answer as follows.

Is 'symptom A' a symptom of 'disorder B'?

Our goal is to minimize the number of questions posed and maximize the acquisition of missing relationship instances. Hence the questions we generate should correspond to highly plausible relationships between disorders and symptoms (i.e., we should minimize the number of questions answered with “no”), to use the domain expert’s time efficiently. We briefly discuss the application of the IntellegO ontology in the following section.

A. Ontology of Perception (IntellegO)

Perception is the process of interpreting observations of the environment to derive situational awareness; or, in other words, the process of translating low-level observations into high-level abstractions. IntellegO is an ontology that provides formal semantics of machine perception by defining the informational processes involved in translating observations into abstractions. The ontology is encoded in set-theory and has been used in various applications[10][11].

Diagnosis is a function of perception. Medical professionals derive disorders (abstractions) by examining symptoms (low level signals). EMR documents implicitly contain the knowledge involved in the this informational process. This knowledge is implicit in that EMR documents do not mention that diagnosis A has been derived by observing symptoms B, C and D, but they just mention the concepts A, B, C and D.

We used IntellegO ontology because it nicely aligns with the characteristics of the knowledge that we want to represent in the health care domain, improves interoperability, and supports “perceptual” reasoning.

The proposed algorithm uses a subset of concepts (‘intellego:entity’, ‘intellego:quality’, ‘intellego:percept’ and ‘intellego:explanation’) and the ‘intellego:inheres-in’ relationship from the IntellegO ontology. Furthermore, it introduces the new concept ‘intellego:coverage’. The semantics of ‘intellego:coverage’ is defined in Section III-B4. Here we discuss the semantics of the above mentioned concepts.

Let us take hypertension and an associated symptom, chest pain. Hypertension is an ‘intellego:entity’ and chest pain is an ‘intellego:quality’. The chest pain ‘intellego:quality’ is an inherent property of hypertension ‘intellego:entity’. In general, ‘intellego:entity’ is an object or event in the real world and ‘intellego:quality’ is an inherent property of an ‘intellego:entity’. ‘intellego:inheres-in’ is the relationship between ‘intellego:quality’ and ‘intellego:entity’.

The perception process begins by observing a few qualities. From these observations, it derives entities which can explain all observed qualities. Chest pain can be explained by the presence of hypertension. The set of observed ‘in-
tellego:quality’ (i.e., chest pain) are members of the class ‘tellego:percept’ and ‘tellego:entity’ (e.g., hypertension) which can explain the ‘tellego:percept’ are members of the class ‘tellego:explanation’, ‘tellego:explanation’ and ‘tellego:percept’ are sub-classes of ‘tellego:entity’ and ‘tellego:quality’ respectively.

As illustrated in this section, the concepts from the IntellegO ontology map to the concepts in the health care domain as: ‘tellego:entity’ to DISORDER, ‘tellego:quality’ to SYMPTOM, ‘tellego:percept’ to OBSERVED_SYMPTOM, ‘tellego:explanation’ to EXPLANATORY_DISORDER, and ‘tellego:inheres-in’ to IS_SYMPTOM_OF relationship. We will use these mapped terms instead of IntellegO classes to improve readability.

B. Gleaning Plausible but Missing Causal Relationships

We have developed a system to detect the absence of causal relationships in existing knowledge bases, and suggest the most likely relationships in the form of questions, to rectify these missing relationships. We used real world data sources (i.e., EMR documents) to generate the questions. An EMR document is consistent if the symptoms appearing in the document are accounted for by the disorders in it, otherwise it is inconsistent. We show how to determine whether a document is consistent or not in Section III-B5. Throughout this process, we assume that the EMR documents are consistent. This is not always true, but the “signal” is strong enough to deal with the “noise”.

Our approach consists of the following steps and they are discussed in detail later.

1) Build the initial knowledge base.
2) Semantically annotate the EMR documents with concepts from the knowledge base.
3) Populate OBSERVED_SYMPTOM and EXPLANATORY_DISORDER for each document.
4) Generate ‘tellego:coverage’ for each document.
5) Identify inconsistent EMR documents.
6) Suggest plausible candidate relationships between disorders and symptoms synthesized from the EMR documents that can rectify the inconsistencies.
7) Validate the suggested relationships by consulting a domain expert.
8) Update the knowledge base based on expert feedback.
9) Repeat steps 6, 7 and 8 until no new question is generated or satisfied with current results.

1) Build the Initial Knowledge Base

We built an initial knowledge base with minimum involvement from domain experts. We selected a set of concepts to be included in knowledge base based on the frequency of their appearance in the EMR corpus. Then we used the UMLS semantic types to categorize these concepts into symptoms and disorders. The concepts belonging to semantic types “Finding (T033)” and “Sign or Symptom (T184)” are categorized as symptoms and concepts belonging to “Disease and Syndrome

(T047)” are categorized as disorders. There were few concepts that do not belong to these categories. We consulted a domain expert to categorize the semantic types of such concepts into disorder or symptom. For example, atrial fibrillation belongs to “Pathologic Function (T046)” in UMLS and is categorized as disorder by the domain expert. Our initial knowledge base consists of 86 disorders and 42 symptoms. The next task is to identify an initial set of domain relationships. We were able to identify 255 relationships between these symptoms and disorders with the help of domain experts.

The identified disorders were added as individuals of DISORDER, and symptoms as individuals of SYMPTOM. The IS_SYMPTOM_OF relationship is used to represent the causal relationship between disorders and symptoms. We used the Concept Unique Identifier (CUI) to represent the concepts. CUIs are defined in UMLS and widely used in the health care domain. Our EMR documents are annotated using the UMLS vocabulary, as described in the next section. Usage of CUIs allows us to have direct mapping between EMR documents and the knowledge base. Furthermore, this helps to resolve the heterogeneity problem that arises in data representation. For example, EMR documents may use different terms to denote the same concept, one document may use the term shortness of breath, while another document may use the term dyspnea to refer to the same condition. The use of CUIs allows us to normalize these terms since UMLS will have one CUI to represent multiple syntactic forms of same concept (in this case C0013404 for both dyspnea and shortness of breath). Figure 1(a) shows the nature of the knowledge (this figure shows both forms of the knowledge base to improve readability). Figure 1(b) shows how this knowledge is represented using IntellegO.

2) Semantically Annotate EMR Documents

Semantic annotation is the process of identifying the entities present in the document with a controlled vocabulary. Annotation is used to make unstructured data machine understandable; i.e., make semantics explicit. EMR documents can have disorders, symptoms, medications, and procedures as entities and contain negations and patient’s history information extensively. It is important to identify these aspects associated with each concept since we are interested in the conditions that the patient currently (as opposed to historically) has (as opposed to does not have). There are multiple NLP engines which are capable of processing clinical documents. We compared three such engines for our experiment and decided to use cTAKES[12] and MedLEE[2] since MetaMap[3] does not identify the temporal aspect of identified entities.

Both cTAKES and MedLEE output an XML document and
Inconsistent EMR documents

An EMR document can contain symptoms that are not used for diagnosis, causing inconsistency. Missing domain knowledge (i.e., missing causal relationships between SYMPTOM and DISORDER). The accuracy and completeness of COVERED_SYMPTOM depends on the accuracy and completeness of the knowledge base. If the knowledge base lacks a relationship, then the generated COVERED_SYMPTOM set can be incomplete.

E.g., Assume that a hypertension patient has edema, but the relationship between hypertension and edema (edema IS_SYMPTOM_OF hypertension) is not present in the knowledge base. This leads to COVERED_SYMPTOM not being a subset of COVERED_SYMPTOM in the patient EMR document.

Our proposed method uses missing domain knowledge as an entry point to generate questions which ultimately finds and validates (with the help of domain expert) new knowledge to remedy missing relationships.

6) Suggest Candidate Relationships

Identification of inconsistent EMR documents leads us to detect the absence of causal relationships and generate plausible candidate relationships between symptoms and disorders which should be validated by a domain expert. When we find a symptom that appears in OBSERVED_SYMPTOM but not in COVERED_SYMPTOM, all disorders in EXPLANATORY_DISORDER become candidates to be related to an unexplained symptom. We call this set ‘candidate disorder set’. We use prior knowledge about the symptom and the hierarchical relationships of the disorders to filter out the most plausible disorders from the ‘candidate disorder set’ to have causal relationship with the symptom.
The following steps describe how we suggest candidate relationships.

1) Collect a set of disorders from our initial knowledge base which are related to the unexplained symptom. We will refer this disorder set as ‘known disorders’ in what follows.

2) Collect disorders that appear in the “neighborhood” of each known disorder. We use the UMLS concept hierarchy to collect the neighborhood of a particular disorder. Specifically, we collect parents, children, and siblings of a disorder as its neighborhood.

3) Union the collected neighborhoods and intersect that with the disorders in the EMR documents to obtain the filtered candidate disorder set.

Figure 3 depicts the steps in this process. Let symptom S be unexplained in the document, and disorders $D_1$, $D_2$, $D_3$, $D_4$, $D_5$ are present in the same document (Figure 3(a)). Initially all these disorders are members of the candidate disorder set. From the initial knowledge base, we find that symptom S is a symptom of two other disorders, namely $D_7$ and $D_{12}$ (Figure 3(b)). With this extra knowledge, we collect the neighborhoods for $D_7$ and $D_{12}$ by using the UMLS concept hierarchy as depicted in Figure 3(c). It turns out that $D_2$ and $D_4$ are members of both initial candidate set and collected neighborhoods (Figure 3(d)). This suggests that $D_2$ and $D_4$ are the most probable candidates that can explain symptom S, and results in eliminating $D_1$, $D_3$ and $D_5$ from the initial candidate set (Figure 3(e)).

The intuition behind this method is: a symptom is most likely to be shared by similar disorders. We collect similar types of disorders by exploiting the UMLS concept hierarchy.

Selected candidate relationships are presented to the domain expert in the form of questions. Then the knowledge base is updated according to the feedback from the domain expert, i.e., if the expert agrees with suggested causal relationship between the disorder and the symptom, it is added to the background knowledge, otherwise, it is ignored. Since this step adds more knowledge to the knowledge base about the unexplained symptom, we run the ‘Suggest Candidate Relationships’ as many times as necessary. The algorithm terminates when there are no new questions generated. Since there are only finite number of elements in the candidate set, the termination of the algorithm is guaranteed.

IV. EXPERIMENT

We implemented the proposed algorithm in Java, and the OWL API\(^5\) was used to interact with the ontology. The Pellet reasoner\(^6\) was used for the reasoning task of finding the instances of class COVERED_SYMPTOM. We conducted the evaluation using a set of de-identified EMR documents.\(^7\) The corpus consists of 1500 unstructured EMR documents.

We parsed these 1500 EMR documents using MedLEE and cTAKES and executed our algorithm on both parsed corpora separately. Here we discuss and compare the results of our algorithm on the two corpora.

We executed our algorithm on each parsed document and collected corpus wide statistics. Specifically, we determined within how many documents a particular symptom was found as unexplained and what disorders co-occurred with the symptom in such instances and their frequency. Whenever we find symptom S unexplained, we call it an unexplained instance of symptom S. We found 23 unexplained symptoms from MedLEE corpus and 29 unexplained symptoms from cTAKES corpus. Each of these unexplained symptoms co-occurs with multiple diseases with varying frequency within the corpus. Table I contains the top 5 unexplained symptoms of both parsed corpora. Table II contains top co-occurring disorders for edema when edema was found as unexplained, in each corpus. According to Table I, edema is found as unexplained in 206 documents parsed with MedLEE and 910 documents parsed with cTAKES. Hence there are 206 unexplained instances of edema in the MedLEE corpus and 910 such instances in the cTAKES corpus. The first row of Table II says that hyperlipidemia was present 116 times within those 206 instances in the MedLEE corpus and hypertension was present 647 times within those 910 instances in the cTAKES corpus.\(^8\)

Once we identified the unexplained instances of symptoms and co-occurring disorders in each instance as above, the next task is to suggest the relationships that can rectify the unexplained instances. We evaluated the efficiency of the relationships suggestion capability of our algorithm in following three dimensions.

1) The Precision of the Suggested Relationships.
2) The Recall of the Suggested Relationships.
3) The Increment of the Explanatory Power of the Knowledge Base.

A. The Precision of Suggested Relationships

One of our main goals is to make effective and efficient use of the domain expert’s availability for knowledge acquisition. Hence we would like to maximize the likelihood of suggesting “valid” relationships. In other words we would like to improve

\(^5\)http://owlapi.sourceforge.net/\(^6\)http://clarkparsia.com/pellet/\(^7\)The IRB allows us to use the data in this study, but does not allow us to release it for public use yet.\(^8\)Extended results can be found at http://knoesis.org/researchers/sujan/experiments.html
Here we demonstrate this by comparing the results obtained by such a simpler method with results obtained by our method. As mentioned before, we found 23 unexplained symptoms in the MedLEE corpus and 29 unexplained symptoms in the cTAKES corpus. Each of these unexplained symptoms co-occur with more than one disorder. The 23 symptoms have a total of 465 co-occurrences with different disorders in the MedLEE corpus and 29 symptoms have a total of 947 such co-occurrences in the cTAKES corpus. But due to the limited availability of the domain experts, we were not able to validate all these co-occurrences. Hence we decided to validate the top co-occurring disorders (based on co-occurrence frequency) of each symptom and compare the results with our method. Specifically, we collected the top 20% of the co-occurring disorders of each symptom and asked domain experts to mark the correct causal relationships among them. Then we calculated how many of them are found by our method. Table IV and Table V show the results of this experiment for 5 symptoms$^9$. According to Table IV, the top 20% of co-occurring disorders with unexplained angina consist of 7 disorders. Within these 7 disorders, 5 of them have causal relationships with angina. Our method suggested 4 out of 5 and did not suggest any incorrect relationship.

In summary, there were a total of 103 relationships within the top 20% of co-occurring disorders for each unexplained symptom in the corpus parsed with the MedLEE, out of which 37 were correct. Hence the simpler method would have a precision of 35.92% (37/103). Our method suggests 25 out of 37 correct relationships while suggesting only 7 incorrect relationships with the precision of 78.12% (25/32) and a recall of 67.56% (25/37). The precision value of the simpler method for the corpus parsed with the cTAKES is 29.0% (58/200), while the precision and recall for our method for the same corpus is 67.39% (31/46) and 53.44% respectively. This experiment shows that our method was able to filter out incorrect relationships to improve the precision significantly.

The experiment suggested 171 relationships for the MedLEE corpus. This iteration suggested 29 new relationships for the cTAKES corpus. The algorithm was executed with these new knowledge bases. This iteration suggested 16 new relationships for the MedLEE corpus and 29 new relationships for the cTAKES corpus.

We decided to terminate the algorithm after the 2nd iteration since the 3rd iteration added only 4 relationships with poor precision. The overall experiment (two iterations) suggested a total of 114 relationships for the MedLEE corpus out of which 86 were correct, yielding a precision of 75.43%. The experiment suggested 171 relationships for the cTAKES corpus out of which 125 were correct, yielding a precision of 73.09%.

A much simpler method to find these relationships is to suggest all co-occurring diseases when a symptom is found to be unexplained. The strength of the proposed method over such a simpler method with results obtained by our method. As mentioned before, we found 23 unexplained symptoms in the MedLEE corpus and 29 unexplained symptoms in the cTAKES corpus. Each of these unexplained symptoms co-occur with more than one disorder. The 23 symptoms have a total of 465 co-occurrences with different disorders in the MedLEE corpus and 29 symptoms have a total of 947 such co-occurrences in the cTAKES corpus.

As mentioned before, we found 23 unexplained symptoms in the MedLEE corpus and 29 unexplained symptoms in the cTAKES corpus. Each of these unexplained symptoms co-occur with more than one disorder. The 23 symptoms have a total of 465 co-occurrences with different disorders in the MedLEE corpus and 29 symptoms have a total of 947 such co-occurrences in the cTAKES corpus.

Table III summarizes the precision of suggested relationships for each corpus. The suggested relationships in the first round with the MedLEE corpus has a precision of 77.55%. The precision of the cTAKES corpus is 73.94%. Iteration 2 added newly found relationships in the first round to two different knowledge bases forked from the initial knowledge base. The first copy is enriched with 76 relationships found from the MedLEE corpus and the second copy is enriched with 105 new relationships found from the cTAKES corpus. The algorithm was executed with these new knowledge bases. This iteration suggested 16 new relationships for the MedLEE corpus and 29 new relationships for the cTAKES corpus.

We decided to terminate the algorithm after the 2nd iteration since the 3rd iteration added only 4 relationships with poor precision. The overall experiment (two iterations) suggested a total of 114 relationships for the MedLEE corpus out of which 86 were correct, yielding a precision of 75.43%. The experiment suggested 171 relationships for the cTAKES corpus out of which 125 were correct, yielding a precision of 73.09%.

The precision of the suggested relationships. The precision for our experiment is defined as,$$\text{precision} = \frac{\text{number-of-suggested-correct-links}}{\text{total-number-of-suggested-links}} \times 100$$

Table III summarizes the precision of suggested relationships for each corpus. The suggested relationships in the first round with the MedLEE corpus has a precision of 77.55%. The precision of the cTAKES corpus is 73.94%. Iteration 2 added newly found relationships in the first round to two different knowledge bases forked from the initial knowledge base. The first copy is enriched with 76 relationships found from the MedLEE corpus and the second copy is enriched with 105 new relationships found from the cTAKES corpus. The algorithm was executed with these new knowledge bases. This iteration suggested 16 new relationships for the MedLEE corpus and 29 new relationships for the cTAKES corpus.

We decided to terminate the algorithm after the 2nd iteration since the 3rd iteration added only 4 relationships with poor precision. The overall experiment (two iterations) suggested a total of 114 relationships for the MedLEE corpus out of which 86 were correct, yielding a precision of 75.43%. The experiment suggested 171 relationships for the cTAKES corpus out of which 125 were correct, yielding a precision of 73.09%.

A much simpler method to find these relationships is to suggest all co-occurring diseases when a symptom is found to be unexplained. The strength of the proposed method over such a simpler method with results obtained by our method. As mentioned before, we found 23 unexplained symptoms in the MedLEE corpus and 29 unexplained symptoms in the cTAKES corpus. Each of these unexplained symptoms co-occur with more than one disorder. The 23 symptoms have a total of 465 co-occurrences with different disorders in the MedLEE corpus and 29 symptoms have a total of 947 such co-occurrences in the cTAKES corpus. But due to the limited availability of the domain experts, we were not able to validate all these co-occurrences. Hence we decided to validate the top co-occurring disorders (based on co-occurrence frequency) of each symptom and compare the results with our method. Specifically, we collected the top 20% of the co-occurring disorders of each symptom and asked domain experts to mark the correct causal relationships among them. Then we calculated how many of them are found by our method. Table IV and Table V show the results of this experiment for 5 symptoms$^9$. According to Table IV, the top 20% of co-occurring disorders with unexplained angina consist of 7 disorders. Within these 7 disorders, 5 of them have causal relationships with angina. Our method suggested 4 out of 5 and did not suggest any incorrect relationship.

In summary, there were a total of 103 relationships within the top 20% of co-occurring disorders for each unexplained symptom in the corpus parsed with the MedLEE, out of which 37 were correct. Hence the simpler method would have a precision of 35.92% (37/103). Our method suggests 25 out of 37 correct relationships while suggesting only 7 incorrect relationships with the precision of 78.12% (25/32) and a recall of 67.56% (25/37). The precision value of the simpler method for the corpus parsed with the cTAKES is 29.0% (58/200), while the precision and recall for our method for the same corpus is 67.39% (31/46) and 53.44% respectively. This experiment shows that our method was able to filter out incorrect relationships to improve the precision significantly.

$^9$Due to the space limitation we do not present results for 27 symptoms of MedLEE and 29 symptoms of cTAKES. The complete results can be found at http://knoesis.org/researchers/sujan/experiments.html
We observed two main reasons for disagreement. 1.) If disease A causes Symptom B and Symptom B causes Symptom C, one domain expert interprets that C is related to only B while other domain expert interprets that C is related to both A and B. 2.) One domain expert states that symptom S is highly related to disorder D while other domain expert states that they are not highly related. Furthermore, they consider this relatedness measure when validating the suggested relationships. The difference in threshold values they use to interpret the status of the relationship leads to disagreements.

B. The Recall of Suggested Relationships

The proposed approach is capable of finding causal relationships between symptoms and disorders that are missing in the given knowledge base but present in the real EMRs. Due to the limited availability of the domain experts we could not conduct an experiment to calculate the recall for 1,500 EMRs. Instead, we randomly selected 30 EMR documents and asked domain experts to find all the causal relationships that exist in these documents. For example, if an EMR document contains 3 disorders and 4 symptoms, there are 12 possible relationships. We asked domain experts to select the correct causal relationships among these 12 relationships. Let us say the domain experts found 7 causal relationships, 3 of which are already present in the given knowledge base. Then, we expect our method to find the remaining 4 relationships. Hence we define recall as follows and Table VI shows the results of this experiment.

\[
\text{recall} = \frac{\text{correct relationships found}}{\text{all correct relationships} - \text{known correct relationships}} \times 100
\]

‘correct relationship found’ is the number of correct relationships found by our method, ‘all correct relationships’ is the number of all correct relationships among symptoms and disorders and ‘known correct relationships’ is the number of already known relationships among ‘all correct relationships’. In other words, the denominator is the number of unknown correct relationships that exist (“knowledge gaps”), while the numerator is what is uncovered by our method.

We identified two main reasons for low recall in Table VI.

- If at least one disorder explains a symptom in the EMR then our method will miss other possibilities:
  - A symptom is not identified as unexplained if there is at least one disorder in the document that can explain the symptom and the knowledge base has this relationship. This prevents suggesting other co-occurring disorders within the document as candidates for causal relationship even if they are causally related to this symptom. For example, consider an EMR document with edema, congestive heart failure, hypertension, and cardiomyopathies. The knowledge base has a relationship between symptom edema and disorder hypertension. This makes edema explainable within this document, hence our approach does not suggest the other two disorders as candidates that have a causal relationship with edema although they actually have such a relationship. So our approach misses these two causal relationships within this EMR document. But, given more data that do not contain these comorbidities (concurrent disorders) our approach is capable of finding these relationships. For example, if there is an EMR document within the given corpus, which has edema, congestive heart failure, and cardiomyopathies, but not hypertension, edema becomes unexplained and both congestive heart failure and cardiomyopathies become plausible candidates for a causal relationship with edema and these two relationships can be suggested and eventually added to the knowledge base.

- The neighborhood method cannot reach the disorder: Even though the disorder cardiomyopathies co-occurs with the symptom edema in the above scenario, if none of the neighbors of cardiomyopathies have a relationship to edema in the current knowledge base, our algorithm cannot reach cardiomyopathies in the neighborhood collection step. As a consequence, it will never suggest this relationship.

The experiment with 30 EMR documents missed 33 and 37 correct causal relationships from the MedLEE and the cTAKES corpora respectively as shown in Table VI. The lack of different combination of comorbidities within 30 documents significantly contributes towards this result. Hence, given more data, our method should be able to find these relationships. To demonstrate this, we selected 400 documents from each corpus and executed our algorithm. This time our intention was to check how many of the missed relationships are suggested with more data. Table VII contains the improved recall for relationships found in above 30 documents given more data.

C. The Increment of Explanatory Power of the Knowledge Base

The overall goal of our algorithm is to find the missing causal relationships of the knowledge base and enrich it in a semi-supervised manner. Hence it is necessary to quantify the new knowledge obtained by our approach. Since there is no standard technique to quantify the completeness/richness
The difference in the increment of explanatory power is due to extra correct causal relationships found by the cTAKES corpus. Also, the higher number of unexplained instances in cTAKES helps to show a higher increment of explanatory power. For example, with the initial knowledge base, edema had 206 unexplained instances in the MedLEE corpus and by 910 in the cTAKES corpus. Hence it has a higher chance of co-occurring with any disorder.

5) Dissimilarity in the increment of explanatory power (Refer Table VIII)

The inequality of the number of suggestions as shown in Table III is due to two reasons: 1.) cTAKES has more unexplained symptoms and the suggestions generated by those 6 extra unexplained symptoms are present only in the cTAKES corpus, and 2.) the number of unexplained instances in the cTAKES corpus are higher than that in the MedLEE corpus. This means a symptom is found to be unexplained in a higher number of EMR documents. Hence this symptom co-occurs with a higher number of distinct disorders because each document may contain a different set of disorders. This causes it to have higher number of suggestions in the cTAKES corpus.

V. LIMITATIONS

As shown in the evaluation, the proposed algorithm has good precision in suggesting relationships. But it has the following limitations.
• It is unable to deal with complex relationships.
  Our knowledge base contains only single symptom to single disorder relationships, but it is possible that a single symptom can be explained by the existence of multiple disorders. This method is not able to capture such complex relationships.

• It may still miss potential relationships.
  The proposed algorithm might miss some causal relationships in EHR documents due to two reasons: 1) if the same symptom can be explained by multiple disorders in an EHR, we may not attribute the symptom to all of them, and 2) if none of the neighbors of a co-occurring disorder has a relationship with the unexplained symptom, we may miss considering it as a candidate for suggesting a relationship.

The precision of suggested relationships depends on the precision of the NLP engine.

The proposed method requires the NLP engine to annotate the entities and associate negation and temporal information with the entity. The errors in the NLP output can affect the precision of proposed method.

VI. CONCLUSION

We have proposed a semantics driven semi-automatic method to improve the coverage and quality of an existing background knowledge base. The algorithm uses EMR data to identify the absence of causal relationships between symptoms and disorders in background knowledge and suggests plausible relationships that can rectify missing relationships using semantics of the domain concepts (existing causal relationships and hierarchical relationships). Our method minimizes the burden on domain experts by reducing the number of associations that they need to validate.

The proposed algorithm has better precision in suggesting plausible relationships compared to a simpler co-occurrence based method, and holds the promise for good recall given more data. The co-occurrence based method may have a better recall at the cost of precision, since it does not suffer from the deficiency caused by the neighbors collecting step of the proposed algorithm. In summary, the algorithm enables making effective use of domain experts for building high quality knowledge bases.
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